
AI – Powered Language Hub

Right Words, Right Away



The Opportunity

For decades organizations have 
spent 100s of Millions on IT projects 
for workflows and data management 
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...while not seeing that the language 
that captures their core knowledge 
and intentions is managed manually 
and poorly

This is about to change. AI has opened the door for a step-
function business improvement based on changing how 

language is created, managed, and shared. 



Language is on the critical path for almost 
every business process
xMentium and Microsoft provide a secure and reliable way for companies 
to manage enterprise language. Leverage GPT's power using Microsoft 
OpenAI and xMentium's AI-powered Language Hub SaaS platform.

Primary challenges Ideal solution Outcome

It’s critical to establish a solid 
language foundation before 

integrating  GPT due to both its 
potential and limitations.

xMentium enhances GPT with custom 
AI and a language database to 

generate and retrieve clause level 
language that precisely meets each 
corporation’s approved language.

In < 6 weeks, achieve success with 
xMentium’s language hub on a use 

case of your choice, e.g., contracts.  
Utilize xMentium experts to scale to 

additional use cases.

✓ Language tasks account for 62% of 
total time worked in the US. 

✓ Of those, 65% of language tasks have 
high potential to be automated or 
augmented by LLMs.

✓ As a result, nearly 40% of all working 
hours across US industries can be 
impacted by LLMs.



Organize Your Language Transform your documents,  
templates, playbooks, and handbooks into manageable, 
valuable, and shared building blocks

Get on the Path to Practical AI Success  Unlock 
the promise of GPT by integrating with secure and reliable 
Azure OpenAI to generate and retrieve your approved language

Start Fast, Then Scale Implement xMentium’s AI-powered 

Language Hub and blueprint for GPT implementation, supported 
by experts with decades of language, data science  and business 
transformation experience A Language Hub to share your organizations’ best granular language, 

positions and guidance 

Native web view or work in
Office 365 and MS Word 

Realize AI Powered Business Breakthroughs



Why Combining Azure OpenAI and xMentium AI is Unique

Generative AI

Adds the safety and security of Azure Open AI

A powerful tool for generating approximate fluent language

xMentium leverages GPT’s approximate language 
generation and prompt chains to observe trends in the 

Knowledge Graph to retrieve YOUR data

xMentium AI Knowledge Graph

An organization’s perfect and approved 
underlying data model

Ensures context-specific structured 
document language

GPT



Collaborate  & 
Negotiate

LearnUpdate

Author

Your Source 
Documents

✓ Import
✓ Automap
✓ Tag
✓ Organize
✓ Annotate
✓ Approve

IMPORT

+

DRAFT/REVIEWORGANIZE LANGUAGE

Your TeamsYour ExpertsxMentium Language Engineers

Engineered Documents

Inv RelLegal

Sales

MktgHR

Feedback

xMentium's Language Hub, akin to GitHub for software collaboration, helps enterprises organize and 
share their best language systematically and efficiently to move faster and with better outcomes

Language 
Database

xMentium Language Hub

xMentium enhances GPT with custom AI 
and a strong language model to provide a 

unique ability to generate and retrieve 
YOUR APPROVED clause-level language



Realize 50% Greater Business Breakthroughs

Accelerate 

Business

Reduce document and policy 

drafting time 

Achieve business outcomes faster 

with fewer mistakes

Expedite decision making with better 

access to precedent and guidance

Leverage the power of AI

Scale

Operations

Capture valuable company data

Navigate global expansion and 

local nuance

Eliminate information silos

Manage granulized language for 

maximum business leverage and 

continuous Improvement

Deploy a solution that scales with 

your business

Boost

Efficiency

Transfer knowledge fast and consistently

Eliminate repetitive tasks

Work directly in Word – no app switching

Communicate more effectively

Create consistency across divisions

Tackle division and business unit 

redundancy



6 Weeks to Enterprise Language Success

✓ Determine Use Cases & Business Value
✓ Identify Team and Language Content 1

✓ Setup Teams & Roles
✓ Configure tools, user processes & data flows 3

✓ Import Templates & Harmonize Language
✓ Optimize GPT Prompts

4

✓ Pilot & Rollout Initial Use Case(s)
✓ Incorporate Feedback 5

2✓ Configure xMentium Platform
✓ Confirm Azure OpenAI Connection & Security

✓ Expand Use Cases & Language
✓ Expand Prompt Strategies 6

Determine 
Use Cases

Configure GPT Language 
Platform

Configure Teams & 
User Environment

Organize Language & 
Optimize GPT Prompts

Pilot, Rollout & Govern

Expand Business Use 
Cases



Solve Language Coordination Across Industries & Use Cases
Empower business and IT teams to unlock the potential of GPT

Investor Relations as a recurring, multi-document cycle with high 
impact and CEO-level visibility.

Dealmaking to reduce negotiation effort, deploy negotiation 
playbooks, and capture license-right metadata to grow new markets.

Business Team and Attorney Collaboration to remove 
walls between business teams and negotiators by embedding the 
xMentium platform into Microsoft Dynamics and Salesforce.

Enterprise Language Management across domains like HR 
policies, marketing content, compliance reports, and investor relations.

Treasury Services Revenue Optimization for corporate 
lenders to capture client contracts and manage fulfillment.

RFP Proposal Optimization to capture business opportunities 
related to 401K, investment advice, and other advisory services.

Use Case, Prompt Management and LLM Exploration of 
new business value streams and workstreams.



Review a tailored demo 
alongside xMentium 
Language Engineers

Import a 
document or two

Identify potential 
use cases

Next Steps

www.xmentium.com   |   bill@xmentium.com    |    +1-888-673-4285 
See our offer on the Microsoft Commercial Marketplace

Implement the Language 
Hub. Kick off the 

blueprint process

https://azuremarketplace.microsoft.com/en-us/marketplace/apps/xmentiuminc1611447484324.contact_me_combo_saas?tab=Overview
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